EZEE WOOD FLOOR
ACRYLIC POLISH
Semi-buffable polish
Fast drying
Combats scuff marking

Product Information
DESCRIPTION:

EZee Wood Floor Polish is a semi-buffable, fast drying emulsion polish. Sheen level can be increased by burnishing if required.
Offers a very good durable finish, designed to combat scuff marking. EZee Wood Floor Polish is ideal for use on sealed/coated
wood and cork surfaces, thermoplastic, linoleum, vinyl and asphalt. Do not use polish on floors used for any type of sporting
activities.

INSTRUCTIONS:

INITIAL PREPARATION: Clean the floor thoroughly, removing any old dressings or polish with your preferred Granwax stripper
product, Alkaline Cleaner, Lift Off or Swift, diluted with warm water. If this procedure is carried out on a wood floor surface,
care is needed as the use of alkaline based strippers will damage unsealed/coated timber. To neutralise the surface, rinse
with Granwax Neutrasol at correct dilution rate and finally rinse again with clean water. Allow floor to dry.
APPLICATION: Ensure floor surface is clean and thoroughly dry before application. Some sealed/coated surfaces may need to
be lightly abraded to form a ‘key’ for polish to adhere. Apply a thin, even coat of EZee Wood Floor Polish by applicator, clean
mop or, for larger floor areas, a Padco ‘Bigfoot’ Coater. It is recommended that the first coat of polish is kept approximately 6
inches away from outer edge of the floor to prevent build-ups. Do not rub into floor. When first coat is dry, apply second coat
at right angles to the first, this time ensuring all floor surface is covered. The polish film will harden for several hours after
drying, therefore, for best results, the floor should be left as long as possible before use, preferably overnight.

MAINTENANCE:

Sweep floor daily preferably with mop sweeper. When surface becomes soiled, damp mop or spray clean with a solution of
Granwax Speedkleen, Jadex or Grangel. Burnish when dry. After a period of time, it may be necessary to strip off any old
polish and re-apply. The frequency depends on the kind of traffic the floor is subjected to and the type of maintenance
programme implemented. Please contact us for further information if required.
Please note: Care should be taken when damp mopping or machine scrubbing wooden floors. Use minimum amount of water
and ensure any residual moisture is removed quickly to minimise the possibility of damage or swelling of the wood through water penetration.

COVERAGE: Approximately 200—300sm per 5 litre (1 coat)
STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry place. Protect from frost. Keep out of the reach of children.
HEALTH AND SAFETY: For full health and safety information, please refer to the product Material Safety Data Sheet.
The information provided herein is correct to the best of our knowledge. No liability for any errors or omissions is accepted. You should satisfy yourself by appropriate trials that the product is suitable for the intended use. Granwax Products Ltd can accept no responsibility for any loss as a result of any
person placing reliance on any material contained herein.
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